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Abstract — This paper presents the theoretical analysis and the
experimental validation of the force sensing capabilities of
continuum robots. These robots employ super-elastic NiTi
backbones and actuation redundancy. The paper uses screw
theory to analyze the limitations and to provide geometric
interpretation to the sensible wrenches. The analysis is based on
the singular value decomposition of the Jacobian mapping
between the configuration space and the twist space of the end
effector. The results show that the sensible wrenches belong to a
two-dimensional screw system and the insensible wrenches
belong to a four-dimensional screw system. The theory presented
in this paper is validated through simulations and experiments. It
is shown that the force sensing errors have an average of 0.34
grams with a standard deviation of 0.83 grams. Another
experiment of generating the stiffness map of a silicone strip
suggests possible medical application of palpation for tumor
detection. The presented study allows force sensing in challenging
environments where placing force sensors at the distal end of a
robot is not possible due to limitations such as size and MRI
compatibility.
Index Terms —Continuum robot, Force sensing, Screw Theory,
Singular Value Decomposition, Surgical Assistance

I. INTRODUCTION
Distal dexterity enhancement in Minimally Invasive
Surgery (MIS) is a key enabler for complex tasks in confined
spaces [1-3]. Many works focused on various ways to
overcome the dexterity constraints in MIS. These works
included planar and spatial linkages [4-7], parallel wrists [8,
9], serial articulated wrists [10-12], and more recently snakelike devices [4, 12-20] to allow surgeons to control the
position and orientation of surgical tools. Distal dexterity
enhancement was investigated in robotic systems for
laparoscopy [11, 21, 22], arthroscopy [14], gastro-intestinal
surgery [13, 18], neurosurgery [16], fetal surgery [15] and
ENT surgery [23] and etc. The different actuation methods for
these devices included wire actuation [11, 15, 16, 19], SMA
actuation [14], mechanical actuation through linkages [5, 6],
gear transmission [4], and our recent design which implements
push-pull actuation using multiple super-elastic tubes and
beams [2, 24-26].
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In contrast to these efforts for providing distal dexterity,
most existing MIS robotic systems do not provide force
feedback. Force feedback has been shown to be an important
factor for improved patient safety, precise manipulation,
grasping or palpation of soft organs, and for improved
transparency in master/slave tele-operation for precise suture
placement [27-32]. For this reason many recent works focused
on new surgical tools with force sensing capabilities [33-38].
These works focused on designing miniature force sensors to
be placed at the distal end of the surgical devices or using
joint-level information to quantify the applied forces. For
example, Seibold et al. [36] developed a 10mm miniature 6axis force sensor with force resolution of 0.25N in z-direction
and 0.05N in x- and y- directions, which is mounted near the
distal tip of the surgical tool. Tadano and Kawasima [37]
presented a 10mm forceps with force sensing ability by
monitoring the pressure of a pneumatic actuator. An accuracy
of 0.05N was obtained.
Placing a dedicated multi-axis force sensor at the tip of
surgical end effectors offers a direct measurement of the
interaction forces. However, the increased demands for MRI
compatibility and for smaller surgical end effectors limit this
approach. This paper answers this need for developing downscalable surgical devices that can provide force feedback
without using force sensors located proximal to the end
effectors. This type of force sensing using joint-level
information is hereby referred as “intrinsic force sensing”.
Fig. 1 shows a continuum robot and its actuation unit. This
experimental setup was constructed to validate the possible
use of joint-level force information to sense the wrench
applied at the distal end of the robot. The diameter of this
robot is 7.5mm. It has four super-elastic NiTi tubes as its
backbones (shown clearly in Fig. 2). One primary backbone
(Fig. 1.g) is centrally located and is attached to the base disk
(Fig. 1.e) and the end disk (Fig. 1.c). Three identical
secondary backbones (Fig. 1.f) are equidistant from each
other and from the primary backbone. The secondary
backbones are only attached to the end disk and can slide in
appropriately toleranced holes in the base disk and in the
spacer disks (Fig. 1.d). In order to minimize the frictions in
the system, the spacer disks are made from PTFE while PTFE
bushing is also implemented in the base disk. Each secondary
backbone is actuated in push-pull mode by an actuation rod
(Fig. 1.h). The actuation force is continuously monitored by
low cost load cells Omega-LC703 (Fig. 1.j). An actuation
cantilever (Fig. 1.i) drives the load cell and the actuation rod.
The actuation cantilever equips linear ball bearings and can
slide freely along the actuation rails. A double-supported
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actuation slider (Fig. 1.k) is connected to the load cells to
drive the actuation cantilevers. All the actuation components
and load cells were designed to be rigid enough so that their
deformations can be neglected. Two DOF bending motion of
the continuum robot is achieved through simultaneous
actuation of the three secondary backbones.
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II. MODELING OF THE CONTINUUM ROBOT
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space and the six-dimensional twist space of the end effector
is presented. It is shown that the sensible wrenches belong to a
two-dimensional screw system. Other contributions include
using experimental results to correct the kinematics, statics
and force sensing models, presented in section III. In section
IV the corrected force sensing models are validated through
experiments.
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A. Nomenclature
The continuum robot is shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. Table I
presents the nomenclature used in this paper. Four coordinate
systems are defined to describe the kinematics of the robot:
x Base Disk Coordinate System (BDS) ^ xˆ b , yˆ b , zˆ b ` is
attached to the base disk, whose XY plane is defined to
coincide with the upper surface of the base disk and its
origin is at the center of the base disk. The x̂b points from
the center of the base disk to the first secondary backbone
while the ẑ b is perpendicular to the base disk. The three
secondary backbones are numbered according to the
definition of G i .
x Bending Plane Coordinate System (BPS) ^ xˆ 1 , yˆ 1 , zˆ 1` is
defined such that the continuum robot bends in the XZ
plane, with its origin coinciding with the origin of BDS.
x End Disk Coordinate System (EDS) ^ xˆ e , yˆ e , zˆ e ` is

x

Actuation Unit

The
Continuum
Robot

Fig. 1. 7.5mm continuum robot: cEnd disk; dSpacer disk; eBase disk;
fSecondary backbone; gPrimary backbone; hActuation rods; iActuation
cantilever with linear ball bearings; jLoad cells; kDouble-supported
actuation sliders

This design is inspired by the works of Hirose [39], Walker
and Gravagne [40, 41] in which a single flexible backbone
was actuated by wires. Our previous work [25] showed that
using multiple backbones in push-pull actuation offers some
advantages over the wire-actuated snake-like robots. These
advantages include backlash elimination, enhanced downscalability, and improved payload. Although this design
presents difficulties in modeling and control due to the
flexibility of the actuation elements, it also offers the
possibility to sense exerted external wrenches by monitoring
the actuation forces on the secondary backbones.
Contribution: The main contribution of this paper is given
in section II where the force sensing capabilities of the
continuum robot are analyzed. A geometric interpretation
using screw theory and singular value decomposition of a
kinematic mapping between a two-dimensional configuration

obtained from BPS by a rotation about ŷ1 such that ẑ1
becomes the backbone tangent at the end disk. The origin
of EDS is at the center of the end disk.
Gripper Coordinate System (GCS)
xˆ g , yˆ g , zˆ g is

^

`

attached to an imaginary gripper affixed to the end disk.
x̂ g points from the center of the end disk to the first
secondary backbone and ẑ g is normal to the end disk.
GCS is obtained by a right-handed rotation about ẑ e .
i
s
L, Li
qi
r

E

TABLE I
NOMENCLATURE USED IN THIS PAPER
Index of the secondary backbones, i 1,2,3
Arc-length parameter of the primary backbone
Length of the primary and the ith secondary backbone measured
from the base disk to the end disk
Joint parameter of the ith secondary backbone qi Li  L
Radius of the pitch circle defining the positions of the
secondary backbones in all the disks.
Division angle of the secondary backbones along the
circumference of the pitch circle, E 2S / 3

U(s)

Radius of curvature of the primary backbone

U i (s)

Radius of curvature of the ith secondary backbone
The angle of the tangent to the primary backbone in the bending

T (s)

plane.

T

s L

and

T

respectively. NOTE: T 0

s 0

are designated by T L and T 0 ,

S / 2 is a constant.

A right-handed rotation angle from

Gi

x̂1

about

ẑ1

to a line

passing through the primary backbone and the ith secondary
backbone at s 0 . At a straight configuration x̂1 is along
the same direction as the desired instantaneous linear velocity
of the end disk.
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G
'i

J yx

G { G1

and

Gi

G  (i  1) E , i 1,2,3
th

Radial offset from primary backbone to the projection of the i
secondary backbone on the bending plane.
Jacobian matrix of the mapping y J yx x
 where the dot over

E p , Es

the variable represents time derivative.
Young’s modulus of the primary and the secondary backbones.

I p , Is

Cross-sectional moments of inertia of the primary and the
secondary backbones

Ĳ

Actuation forces of the secondary backbones Ĳ  

R2

Rotation matrix of frame 2 with respect to frame 1.

b

Position vector of the robot tip in the BDS

1

p

The twist

x

x   6u1

3u1

.

B. Kinematics Model
The generalized solution for the inverse kinematics of hyper
redundant robots was given by [42-45]. The kinematics of
continuum robots was addressed by [2, 41, 46, 47], in which
the bending shape of the continuum robot was assumed to be
circular. For completeness, the explicit closed-form of the
kinematics is summarized here, based on [2].
The configuration of the continuum robot is parameterized
by the T L and G angles. The inverse kinematics is provided
by [2, 25] and in Appendix A:
Li L  qi L  ' i (T L  T 0 )
(1)
' i { r cos(G i ) , i 1,2,3

of the end disk in a frame instantaneously

 is
parallel to BDS and centered at center of the end disk. x
defined with the linear velocity vector preceding the angular
velocity vector.

(2)

For a given qi , the robot configuration ȥ >T L G @ is given
by [25]. Atan2 in (4) follows the convention in [48]:
T L T 0  qi / ' i
(3)
T

G

atan 2( q 2  q1 cos E , q1 sin E )
The instantaneous direct kinematics is then given by:

x J xȥ ȥ

E

Fig. 2. Kinematics nomenclature with the definition of the configuration
variable į for a bent robot

(4)
(5)

Since the robot includes flexible members, its shape is
determined by the minimal energy solution. In this work we
assume a circular arc shape. This assumption is experimentally
validated in section III. The Jacobian matrix is shown below,
with derivation details in Appendix B.
sG ( sT L  1) º
(T L  T 0 )cT L  sT L  1
ª
L
« LcG
»
2
T L T0 »
(T L  T 0 )
«
cG ( sT L  1) »
(T L  T 0 )cT L  sT L  1
«
L
« LsG
2
T L  T 0 »»
(T L  T 0 )
«
(T L  T 0 ) sT L  cT L
J xȥ «
»
(6)
0
2
« L
»
(T L  T 0 )
«
»
 sG
cG cT L
«
»
«
»
 cG
 sG cT L
«
»
 1  sT L »¼
0
«¬
(6) is ill-defined when T L T 0 S / 2 . This singularity for the

configurations T L T 0 S / 2 is resolved by applying
L’Hopital Rule, as in (7). For these configurations, the robot
bending plane is defined according to the desired linear
velocity of the end disk as shown in Fig. 3.

lim
T L oT 0

S

J xȥ

2

ª L
« 2 cG
« L
«
sG
« 2
« 0
« s
G
«
«  cG
«
¬ 0

º
0»
»
0»
»
0»
0»
»
0»
»
0¼

(7)

The instantaneous inverse kinematics is given as:


q J qȥ ȥ

(8)

By taking the derivative of (1) for qi , i 1,2,3 :

Fig. 3. Kinematics nomenclature with the definition of the configuration
variable į for a straight robot

J qȥ

ª r cos( G )
« r cos( G  E )
«
«¬ r cos( G  2 E )

 r (T L  T 0 ) sin( G ) º
 r (T L  T 0 ) sin( G  E ) »»
 r (T L  T 0 ) sin( G  2 E ) »¼

(9)
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C. Virtual Work Model
The static analysis is based on a virtual work model.
Twisting, extension of backbones and friction are neglected.
Each PTFE spacer disk of the robot in Fig. 1 weighs 0.23
grams and the aluminum end disk weighs 0.39 grams. Density
of NiTi is 6.2 grams per cm3. Given the circular bending shape
of the continuum robot, the ratio of gravitational energy to
elastic energy as a function of the angle T L is plotted in Fig. 4.
The gravitational energy is calculated when the robot is placed
horizontally as in Fig. 1. This arrangement introduces the
biggest gravitational energy change. Even thus, when the
robot is only bent to T L 87q , the ratio is as small as 0.0099
(0.99%). Hence gravity is also neglected in the analysis.

used to optimize the loads on the backbones and
3
3
ª
§ EpI p
E I · (T  T 0 ) 2
cos G i º
 ¦ s s ¸¸  L
Es I s r ¦
«(T L  T 0 )¨¨
2 »
2
i 1 Li ¹
i 1 Li
© L
»
E «
3
«
»
(T L  T 0 ) 3
sin G i
Es I s r ¦ 2
«
»
2
i 1 Li
¬«
¼»
In the compensated actuation of the continuum robot, one
redundancy resolution is adopted as in [26]:
(15)
Ĳ J qȥ (J Tqȥ J qȥ )1 E  J Txȥ We
D. Force Sensing Model
(13) can be rewritten as:
J Txȥ We E  J Tqȥ Ĳ

(16)

It is possible for the continuum robot to have force sensing
capability if the actuation forces Ĳ are measured by the load
cells in Fig. 1. There are six unknown wrench components in
We while there are only two independent equations in (16). A
solution of this under-constrained system of equations is
obtained as in (17), where Ws is the sensed external wrench,
N

JTxȥ
Fig. 4. Gravitational energy over elastic energy ratio

Given the assumptions mentioned above, according to [49],
the elastic energy of the continuum robot is given by:
2
3 §
§ EpI p
E I ··
EI § dT ·
2
E ³
 ¦ ¨¨ s s ¸¸ ¸ (10)
¨
¸ ds (T L  T 0 ) ¨¨
¸
2 © ds ¹
i 1 © 2 Li ¹ ¹
L
© 2L
Assume that an external wrench We

>f

T
e

m Te

@

T

The virtual displacement is characterized by ǻȥ >'TL 'G @ T .
Using (5) and (8), the virtual work principle is rewritten as in
(12). The equilibrium condition requires the terms associated
with each independent DOF to vanish. The matrix form of this
system of linear equations is given in (13) where E
represents the gradient of the elastic energy with respect to the
configuration perturbation ǻȥ .
J Tqȥ Ĳ  J Txȥ We

0

E

(12)
(13)

For the actuation forces, a redundancy resolution of (13) is
obtained in [25] as:
Ĳ

J Tqȥ

Where ȟ

3u1





 E  J Txȥ We  I  J Tqȥ J Tqȥ ȟ



(14)

is a vector of homogeneous actuation forces



is the null-space projector of J Txȥ and

J Txȥ

Jxȥ JTxȥJxȥ

1

. For any Ș  6x1 , J Txȥ NȘ does not affect

the static equilibrium of the continuum robot. Accordingly, we
split Ws into a component Wsb designating sensible
wrenches and a component Wisb representing wrenches that
do not affect the joint-level forces Ĳ and, hence, can not be
sensed, (18).

acts on the

end disk where f e indicates the force and m e the moment.
This external wrench perturbs the robot posture (position and
orientation) of the end disk by ǻx . To this pose perturbation,
there is a corresponding change in the lengths of the secondary
T
backbones ǻq >'q1 'q 2 'q3 @ . The actuation forces on
the secondary backbones which maintain the equilibrium are
T
Ĳ >W 1 W 2 W 3 @ . The change in the potential energy ǻE that
corresponds to ǻx is given by:
WeT ǻx  Ĳ T ǻq ǻE
(11)

WeT J xȥ ǻȥ  Ĳ T J qȥ ǻȥ  E T ǻȥ

I  J Txȥ

J Txȥ

Ws

Ws
Where Wsb

J Txȥ





E  J Tqȥ Ĳ  NȘ

(17)

Wsb  Wisb

(18)

E  J Tqȥ Ĳ and Wisb

NȘ

The resolution for Ws in (17) depends on the joint-level
information and on an a priori knowledge. The a priori
knowledge leads to the homogenous solution NȘ while the
joint-level information leads to J Txȥ



E  J Tqȥ Ĳ . Although

there may be several other sources of extrinsic information or
a priori knowledge, in this paper we only consider a priori
knowledge that stems from the geometry of the contact
between the robot and its environment. As described in [50],
different types of contacts (e.g. point, line, plane contacts with
or without friction) are associated with different wrenches.
Each type of contact geometry provides information about
certain null components of the wrench that acts on the robot.
Wse   6u1 is used to designate the a priori wrench estimate
with these null components, while S e   6u6 is used to
designate the weights. Determining Ws can be modeled as a
constrained least squares problem, as shown in (19):
T
Ș argmin Ws  Wse S e Ws  Wse
(19)


s . t . Ws J Txȥ E  J Tqȥ Ĳ  I  J Txȥ J Txȥ Ș

(19) has a closed-form solution:
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Ș ȍ I  JTxȥ



I  J Txȥ

Where ȍ

JTxȥ


T

Se Wse  JTxȥ
T

J Txȥ

S e I  J Txȥ



E  JTqȥ Ĳ



J Txȥ

(20)

In the case of palpation shown in Fig. 5-(A), the possible
contact geometries to be considered are soft finger contact or
point contact with friction. For simplicity, point contact with
friction is assumed. In this case, the moment components of
the external wrench We are all zero. The reaction force lies in

geometry of the end effector, the information from other
wrench sensors or the model of the tissue and a measurement
of the tissue deflection from vision.
We next seek to understand the physical interpretations for
Wsb and Wisb . The Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of
J xȥ from (23) is used for this purpose. In (23), the matrix
Dx

>diag ( d1 , d 2 )

0 2u4 @

6u6

T

is the matrix of singular values,

2u2

the local surface tangent n̂ t that is opposite to the direction of

Ux  
and Vx  
are unitary orthogonal matrices
designating the left (output) singular vectors and right (input)
singular vectors of J xȥ   6u2 , correspondingly. Available in

the slippage between the robot and the tissue. n̂ n and n̂ t can

[51], the pseudo-inverse of J xȥ is expressed using the SVD as

be obtained by integrated vision. Wse and S e then can be

in (24). After substituting (15) into (18) and simplifying terms
we obtain the result in (25). The disappearance of J qȥ and

a plane that is determined by the tissue surface normal n̂ n and

formulated as in (21), where ct and cn are any arbitrary real
numbers. After substituting (21) into (19), the specific
optimization problem as described in (22) is obtained. In (22),
f s and m s are force and moment components of the sensed
wrench

Ws

.

Clearly,

T
f sT nˆ t u nˆ n nˆ t u nˆ n f s

the

minimization

0 and m Ts m s

leads

to

0 , as consistent with

a Ws that stems from a point contact, i.e., all moment
components are zero and the force lies in the plane defined by
n̂ n and n̂ t .
Se

ˆ t  cn n
ˆ nº
ªn
ˆ un
ˆ n
ˆ un
ˆ n T 01u3 º
ªct n
« t n0 t
» and Wse « 0
»¼ (21)
I
3u1
¬
3u3
3u3 ¼
¬
T
Ș argmin f sT nˆ t u nˆ n nˆ t u nˆ n f s  m Ts m s
(22)


s . t . Ws J Txȥ E  J Tqȥ Ĳ  I  J Txȥ J Txȥ Ș

For example, if the plane defined by n̂ n and n̂ t is parallel to
the XY plane of BDS, then S e

diag(0, 0,1, 1, 1, 1) and

Wse >ct cn 0 0 0 0@ . This case corresponds to the two
experiments presented in section IV.
T

( A)

(C )

n̂ n

E in (25) is due to using the specific actuation redundancy
resolution of (15). After substituting the SVD of J xȥ into (25)

we obtain (26) that expresses Wsb and Wisb in terms of the
left singular vectors of J xȥ . By using the property of
and (28) where u ix designates the ith column of U x . In (27)
we note that, N is the null space projector of J Txȥ ,
N

I  J Txȥ



U x IˆU Tx .

J Txȥ

J xȥ
J Txȥ
~
Where D x

n̂ n

n̂ t

n̂ t
(B )

Fig. 5. Incorporation of the force sensing in a clinical environment: (A)
palpation, (B) incision, and (C) Suture penetration

In the case of incision shown in Fig. 5-(B) or the case of
suture penetration shown in Fig. 5-(C), a line contact or a
plane contact should be assumed. Additional interaction
wrench information needs to be added into the formulation of
S e and Wse . The new formulation will depend on the

0 2u4 @

(23)
(24)
T



J Txȥ J Txȥ We , Wisb

NȘ
(25)
~ T
Wsb
I  Ux I Ux Ș
(26)
~
~
ˆ
Where I { diag(1,1,0,0,0,0) and I { I  I diag(0,0,1,1,1,1)
~
Wsb U x I U Tx We , Wisb U x IˆU Tx Ș
(27)
~
ˆ TȘ
W
U U W ,W
U U
(28)
Wsb

~
U x I U Tx We , Wisb

x

~
~ T
Where U
x { IUx

isb

x

e

1 T
x
2 T

º
»
»
»
ˆ { Iˆ U T
» and U
x
x
»
»
»
»¼

ªu
«
« ux
« 0
«
« 0
«
« 0
«¬ 0

n̂ n

ree



U x D x VxT
~
U x D x VxT

>diag (1 / d1 ,1 / d 2 )

sb

n̂ t

U x UTx , (26) can be simplified as in (27)

orthogonal matrix, I

x

x

ª 0
« 0
«
« u 3x
« 4
« ux
« u5
« 6x
«¬ u x

º
»
»
T
»
T »
»
T
»
T »
»¼

~
In (28), the first term U x U x We depends on the geometry of
the robot (through U x ) and on the applied wrench We . The
ˆ Ș does not affect the joint level sensor
second term U U
x

x

information Ĳ ; thus, our focus will be mainly on the first term
~
U x U x We .
Since u ix ( i 1,,6 ) are the left singular vectors of J xȥ ,
they represent twists in axial Plücker coordinates as consistent
with the definition of x . The reciprocal product [52] of screws

7
$1 and $ 2 is given by $ 1 T $ 2 , where for a general screw
$

>s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 @T and its transpose $T >s4 s5 s6 s1 s2 s3 @ . Using

~
this definition, the components of U x We are interpreted as

reciprocal products u ix

T

We ( i 1,2 ). If a wrench We is

i
x

reciprocal to u for i 1,2 , it cannot be sensed; otherwise,
We will affect the joint level forces Ĳ and it will be sensible.
Based on this interpretation, the decomposition of Ws into
Wsb and Wisb can be characterized as:
T i
WsbT u ix z 0 and Wisb
ux

0 for i

1,2

(29)

From (29), it is evident that the insensible wrenches Wisb
belong to a four-dimensional wrench system ^Wisb ` reciprocal
to u ix ( i 1,2 ). The sensible wrenches Wsb belong to a twodimensional wrench system that is reciprocal to u ix
( i 3,,6 ). Also from (25) and (28), one concludes the
following:
^Wisb ` Nul J Txȥ
(30)
Where Nul(A) is the null-space of A.
u ix can be rewritten in Plücker ray coordinates as in (31)

>

T
where nˆ T , ro u nˆ

@

T

is the Plücker coordinates of the screw

axis and O is its pitch [53]. u ix can then be visualized as a

>

@

T

T
line segment of nˆ T , ro u nˆ
with its length equal to O ,
starting from a point ro that expressed in a coordinate system
parallel to BDS and centered at the center of the end disk. The
linear combinations of u ix ( i 1,2 ) can be visualized as a
rank-2 screw system (cylindroid) [53, 54]. This cylindroid
represents the sensible wrenches Wsb . At the same time, the
basis wrenches that span the insensible wrench space ^Wisb `
can also be visualized.

u

nˆ
ª
º
Ns «
»
ˆ
ˆ
r
u
n

n
O
¬o
¼

i
x

An intuitive example can be reviewed when the robot is
straight as in Fig. 6-(A). This figure shows the pencil of
sensible wrenches indicated by lines and the basis for the 4dimensional insensible wrenches shown by black arrows. The
numerical values of J xȥ , U x , D x and Vx are listed in Table
III. Four conclusions are drawn about this case study:
1. One wrench (the third column in the corresponding U x
matrix in Table III) is >0 0 1 0 0 0@ T , which can be
expressed as a screw with infinite pitch and doesn’t appear
in Fig. 6-(A). It stands for a pure force in the Z direction. It
is insensible because the primary backbone is fixed to the
base disk such that the load on it is not monitored by the
load cells.
2. Another wrench (the sixth column in the corresponding
U x matrix in Table III) is >0 0 0 0 0 1@ T , which can be
expressed as a screw with zero pitch and doesn’t appear in
Fig. 6-(A) either. It stands for a pure moment in the Z
direction. It is insensible because at this configuration the
moment about ẑ e does not affect the actuation.
3. The two arrows in Fig. 6-(A) stand for the force-moment
combinations, which will generate zero changes of the
actuation forces on the joints level. (the fourth and fifth
column in the corresponding U x matrix in Table III)
4. When the robot is straight, the force along ẑ b and the
moment about ẑ b can’t be sensed. The sensible cylindroid
appears as a flat pencil within the XY plane, shown in Fig.
6-(A), compared with the finite pitch cylindroid in Fig. 6(B). Matrix D x degrades to rank 1.
TABLE II
PARAMETERS OF THE ROBOT IN FIG. 1

L 50mm
d op

TL

J xȥ

sensible wrench space ^Wsb ` is calculated from (17) as Ș 0 ;
its projection in the insensible wrench space ^Wisb ` is
calculated from (19) making use of the other sensory
information or a priori knowledge.
E. Simulation Case Studies
This section presents a simulation and visualization of the
sensible and insensible wrenches in two case studies. The
dimensions and the elasticity parameters of the simulated
continuum robot are given in Table II. These values
correspond to the robot in Fig. 1 and are for the rest of this
paper. d op , d os , d ip and d is designate the outer and inner

diameters for primary and secondary backbones, respectively.
Case study 1: ȥ

>T

L

90 $

G

45 $

@

T

d os

Ep

3.0mm

0.889mm

Es

d ip

E

d is

62GPa

0.762mm

TABLE III
NUMERICAL VALUES OF ENTITIES

(31)

The essence of the proposed force sensing analysis now can
be pictured: for any external wrench We , its projection in the

r

90 $ , G
ª 19.4454
« 19.4454
«
«
0
«

0
.
7071
«
«  0.7071
«
0
¬«

ª.7066 .7066 0
« .7066 .7074 0
«
« 0
0 1.0000
U x «.0257 .0106 0
«
«.0257 .0106 0
«
0
0
¬« 0

Vx
Dx

45 $

TL

 .0257 0 º
.0106
0 »»
0
0 »
»
 .0004 0 »
.9996
0 »
»
0
1.0000¼»

ª1 0º
«0 1»
¬
¼
ªdiag( 27 .5182 , 0) º
»
«
0 4u2
¼
¬

Case study 2: ȥ

>T

L

45 $

ª 14.4304  18.5690 º
« 14.4304  18.5690 »
«
»
« 17.1741
»
0
«
»

0
.
7071
0
.
6124
«
»
«  0.7071  0.6124 »
«
»
 0.5000 ¼»
0
¬«

0º
0»»
0»
»
0»
0»
»
0¼»

.0257
.0106
0
.9996
.0004
0

30 $ , G

30 $

ª .5406
« .5406
«
« .6434
«
« .0265
« .0265
«
¬« 0

 .7066 .4551  .0039  .0336  .0121º
 .7066  .4548 .0368 .0006  .0148»»
.0000 .7654 .0070 .0124 .0022 »
»
.0233 .0132 .9993  .0004 .0001 »
 .0233 .0061 .0001 .9994  .0003»
»
 .0190  .0029 .0003  .0001 .9998 ¼»

ª1 0º
«0 1»
¬
¼
ªdiag( 26 .6912 , 26 .2796 ) º
»
«
0 4u2
¼
¬

G

45 $

@

T
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From the corresponding U x from Table III, four wrenches
(the third to sixth column in U x ) are shown in Fig. 6-(B).
These four wrenches (black arrows) represent the basis for the
insensible wrench space. The sixth column is very close to the
wrench >0 0 0 0 0 1 @ T so that it almost disappears in Fig. 6-(B).
This means the continuum robot is indeed not good at
estimating the moment about the ẑ e . This hereby forms a
situation we should avoid in the path planning of the
continuum robot.
The sensible wrenches (the first and second column in the
corresponding U x matrix in Table III) now form a twodimensional cylindroid with a finite pitch (Fig. 6-(B)).

the continuum robot to parameterize the shape. The pictures of
the robot bending to T L 60 $ , G 0 $ and T L 15 $ , G 0 $
are shown in Fig. 7-(A) and Fig. 7-(B) respectively.
Fig. 8 shows the actual shape of the primary backbone
compared to a circular shape, when the actual end effector
angle T L 70 $ , T L 40 $ and T L 15$ . To quantitatively
estimate how close the actual bending shape is to a circular arc,
the actual tip position is calculated by an integral along the
actual primary backbone shape. The results show that the
robot tip position error is smaller than ±0.5mm. (The tip
orientation error has been accounted since the T L in Fig. 8 is
the actual value.)

Detected Edges
Fitted Bending Shape

( A)
Fig. 7. Actual bending shape of the robot for configurations:

(B )
(A)

T L 60$ , G 0$ ; (B) T L 15$ , G 0 $

Fig. 6. The insensible wrenches (shown by arrows) and sensible wrench
cylindroid (designated by lines) for two case studies

III. EXPERIMENTAL CORRECTIONS FOR THE MODELING
The model presented in the previous section assumes a
perfectly circular bending shape of the robot. In this section
we validate this assumption and we propose necessary
correction factors that account for shape discrepancy between
the ideal model and the actual robot in Fig. 1. The necessary
correction factor is subsequently applied to correct the
kinematics and the force sensing models.
To gain some insight into the sources of the kinematics
modeling errors, a series of pictures of the continuum robot
shown in Fig. 1 were taken while the robot was bent to
different angles. These pictures were transformed into gray
scale, edges were detected using CANNY masks [55] and then
a third order polynomial was fitted to each bending shape of

Fig. 8. Bending shape along the primary backbone of the continuum robot

A. No Correction Required on Jxȥ
It has been previously shown in [2] that by assuming a
characteristic bending shape of the continuum robot, a
corresponding twist distribution can be used to parameterize
the kinematics of the end effector in terms of its angle T L and

G . As a result, the Jacobian matrix J xȥ depends on the
bending shape of the continuum robot. We showed in Fig. 8
that these shape errors are within 0.5mm while the length of
the continuum robot is 50mm (1% error). The constant radiusof-curvature approximation is acceptable and we will
henceforth continue to use the nominal Jacobian matrix J xȥ
as given by (6) for our force sensing algorithm.
B. Corrections on Jqȥ
When actuation commands were issued according to (1), the
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actual T L was larger than the desired value (less bending). A
series of experiments were conducted using the experimental
setup in Fig. 9. The actual T L was extracted from pictures as
the ones shown in Fig. 7. The value was also confirmed from a
marker reading using a Micron® optical tracker, Fig. 9. The
actual vs. the desired values of T L were plotted in Fig. 10. A
linear regression was fitted to these experimental results and
the result is given in (32), where T L is the desired end effector
value, N

1.169 and T c

15.21q .

T L NT L  T c
(32)
The appearance of T c is due to defining the straight
configuration as T L S / 2 . Based on the experimental results,
(1) was corrected as:
Li

L  qi

(33)

L  ' i (NT L  T c )  T 0

According to (33), the Jacobian matrix J qȥ is corrected:
 r (NTL  Tc  T0 ) sin(G ) º
ª Nr cos(G )
«Nr cos(G  2S / 3)  r (NT  T  T ) sin(G  2S / 3)» (34)
L
c
0
«
»
«¬Nr cos(G  4S / 3)  r (NTL  Tc  T0 ) sin(G  4S / 3)»¼
The source of this actuation error could be the machining
tolerances of the holes in the spacer disks and the base disk,
local deformation of the backbones in segments lying between
the spacer disks and etc.
J qȥ

Bending angle is
confirmed by the
reading via this marker

Actuation unit is tilted to get more
reliable reading from the tracker for
different G values.

Fig. 9. An experimental setup used to confirm the end effector angle

TL .

E is updated as the following, using Li from (33).
3
ª
§ E p I p 3 Es I s · (T L  T 0 ) 2
N cosG i º
¸
¦
E
I
r
«(T L  T 0 )¨¨
»
¦
s
s
2
¸
2
L
L
Li » (35)
i 1
i 1
i ¹
©
E «
3
«
»
(T L  T 0 )3
sinG i NTL  T c  T 0
Es I s r ¦
«
»
2
2
Li
i 1
«¬
»¼

IV. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
To validate the proposed force sensing model, we set up
two experiments. In the first experiment calibration weights
were used to apply forces at the end disk. In the second
experiment the robot was used to detect the stiffness of a
flexible silicone strip that serves as a mockup tissue.
A. Experiment I: Sensing Forces Applied at the End Disk
Fig. 11 shows the experimental setup. A Kevlar thread was
attached to the tip of the robot so that a pure force can be
applied. The force was applied through a frictionless pulley,
using calibrated weights. The pulley was mounted to an
aluminum frame, which was set such that the applied force is
always parallel to the XY plane of BDS. A marker was
aligned with the Kevlar thread to measure the direction of the
applied force using an optical tracker. The marker is printed
on paper and it weighs 0.12 grams. Adding this marker would
not disturb the experimental results. The actuation unit of the
robot was repositioned when the robot was bent to different
T L values in order to keep the force parallel to the XY plane
of the BDS.

Pulley y
Printed paper marker y
Kevlar thread y
Aluminum frame y
Bucket with calibrated weights y
Micron ® Optical Tracker y

Fig. 11. An experimental setup used for validation of the force sensing model

Slope:
N=1.169

Fig. 10. Actual T L value vs. desired T L value

C. Applying the Correction to the Statics Model
The correction in (33) will also lead to corrections in the
statics model of the continuum robot. (10) needs to be updated
using (33), so does (13). The gradient of the elastic energy

The robot was bent to different configurations. Under each
configuration, known forces ( We in Fig. 12-(A), (B) and (C))
were applied at the center of the end disk. The applied force
varies from 5.4 grams to 55.4 grams in the increment of 10
grams. The actuation forces on the secondary backbones were
monitored using Omega LC703 load cells coupled with a 12
bit A/D at ±0.01V measurement range. This experimental
setup allowed an actuation force measurement with a
resolution of ±0.5 grams. However, since there is some small
friction in the reading, the actual resolution is estimated to be
about ±10 grams.
Since the applied force on the end disk was always parallel
to the XY plane of the BDS. This external information was
used in (17) to obtain the best estimate of We . We solved (19)
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with S e diag(0, 0,1, 1, 1, 1) and Wse >1 1 0 0 0 0@ T . The
experiments were repeated three times for each robot
configuration to validate repeatability. The results were listed
in Table IV and plotted in Fig. 13. The table lists the averages
of the three experimental results and the corresponding errors.
Among the error values, the average was 0.34 grams with a
standard deviation of 0.83 grams. Fig. 13 plots all the actual
forces and the experimental results in the XY plane of BDS.
To be noted, with a resolution of ±10 grams at the joint
level force monitoring, a precision of 0.34±0.83 grams was
obtained. This was due to the superiority of this novel design.
Substituting (24) into (17), the magnitude of Ĳ as well as its
~
reading uncertainty 'Ĳ was reduced by a factor from D x ,

T L 30$ , G 90$ (X and Y component in grey and white cells, respectively)

since U x and VxT are both orthogonal matrices. Referring to

B. Experiment II: Stiffness Detection for a Mockup Tissue
A silicone strip was molded with three steel balls embedded
in it, Fig. 14-(A). The ball diameters were 6.34mm, 9.51mm
and 12.69mm respectively. They were embedded at a depth of
0.5 mm from the probed surface as shown in Fig. 14-(B). The
silicone strip was probed using our robot, Fig. 14. The probing
depth was 0.5 mm. A Cartesian XYZ stage was used to adjust
the position of the silicone strip so that the workspace of the
continuum robot can cover the entire surface of this silicone
strip. The surface was scanned with 1 mm increment both in
length and in width directions. The stiffness value on a probed
point was calculated as the ratio of resistance force over
probed depth of 0.5mm. The resistance force is calculated with
T
S e diag(0, 0,1, 1, 1, 1) and Wse >1 1 0 0 0 0@ , since the
resistance force is normal to the surface of the silicone strip,
which is parallel to x̂ b as shown in Fig. 14. The entire surface
stiffness map was then generated using spline interpolation,
Fig. 15. In Fig. 15, the contour of the surface stiffness map is
overlaid beneath the stiffness surface as well as on top of the
real silicone strip.

the diagonal values of D x in Table II, the factor is about 27,
which means, an error of 0.34±0.83 grams is equivalent to
about 9.18±22.41 grams at the joint level reading errors.

Fig. 12. Robot configurations used in the force sensing experiments

(C ) T L
( A) T L

45q, G

135q

60q, G

Actual Force
Sensed Force Average
Error
4.62
-2.80
4.40
-2.29
0.22
-0.50
13.17
-7.98
12.05
-7.36
1.12
-0.62
21.73
-13.16
21.40
-13.68
0.32
0.52
30.28
-18.34
29.87
-18.99
0.41
0.65
38.83
-23.52
38.96
-24.35
-0.12
0.84
47.39
-28.70
47.70
-29.94
-0.32
1.24
T L 45$ , G 135$ (X and Y component in grey and white cells, respectively)
Actual Force
Sensed Force Average
Error
4.10
3.51
3.74
3.21
0.36
0.30
11.69
10.02
11.38
9.44
0.31
0.58
19.29
16.53
19.37
16.52
-0.09
0.01
26.88
23.04
26.75
22.82
0.13
0.21
34.47
29.55
34.02
29.64
0.45
-0.10
42.06
36.05
40.88
35.91
1.18
0.15

0q

( A)

( B) T L

30q, G

90q
(B) Cross section of the silicone

XY Plane of BDS

Fig. 13. Experimental results for force measurements corresponding to the
configurations shown in Fig. 12
TABLE IV
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS, UNIT: GRAM
T L 60 $ , G 0 $ (X and Y component in grey and white cells, respectively)
Actual Force
5.39
-0.36
15.37
-1.02
25.34
-1.68
35.32
-2.35
45.30
-3.01
55.28
-3.67

Sensed Force Average
6.74
0.36
16.85
-0.55
25.58
-1.86
34.32
-3.10
43.59
-4.31
52.80
-5.45

Error
-1.35
-1.49
-0.24
1.01
1.71
2.48

-0.73
-0.47
0.18
0.75
1.30
1.78

Fig. 14. Experimental setup for stiffness detection of a mockup tissue. (A)
Silicone rubber strip with three steel balls in it. (B) Cross sectional view.

From Fig. 15, the three stiffness peaks correspond to the three
embedded balls. Different slopes of the peaks and different
sizes of the stiffness contours tell that the three balls are
different in size. The same height of the three stiffness peaks
for all three balls means that the balls are embedded at the
approximate same depth. The reason is explained in Fig. 16.
The silicone was not probed deep enough to induce large
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motion of the balls inside the silicone. The resistance force
sensed by robot comes from the local surface deformation of
the silicone strip. This superior force sensing sensitivity gives
the robot the ability to detect not only the shape but also the
depth of embedded objects.
Since the low cost silicone is manually mixed and naturally
cured, the stiffness over the surface is not uniform. It explains
why there are some little spikes in the stiffness map in Fig. 15.

wrenches. The theoretical analysis was validated through
experiments. The force sensing errors have been shown to
have an average of 0.34 grams with a standard deviation of
0.83 grams. Stiffness maps of an unknown mockup tissue
were generated and hard objects were effectively detected.
We believe that this suggests the strong potential for using
these continuum robots for surgical applications that require
force feedback in confined spaces, such as the highly
dexterous flexible snake-like device for MIS of the throat and
the upper airways [2, 23, 25, 26, 56]. This theoretical model is
currently being extended to multi-section snake-like devices,
where the coupling effects of adjacent sections remain to be
investigated.
APPENDIX A
The position and orientation of the end disk relative to the
base disk is characterized by two angles T L and G . The
angles G i ( i

1, 2,3 ) are related to G according to (36):

G i G  (i  1) E
(36)
The projection of the ith secondary backbone on the bending
plane is a curve offset by ' i  > r , r @ from the primary
backbone. The radius of curvature and arc-length of this curve
are respectively indicated by U i ( s i ) and si and are related to
the parameters of the primary backbone according to (37).
(37)
U (s) U i (s)  ' i , where ' i { r cos(G i )
Fig. 15. Detected stiffness map of the silicone strip in Fig. 14
Surface deformation

The length of the primary backbone and the length of the ith
backbone are related according to:
TL

Li

³ dsi

³ dsi  ds  ds

L  ³ ( U i ( s )  U ( s ))dT

(38)

T0

Using (38) yields (1).
Fig. 16. Stiffness probing of the silicone strip in Fig. 14

APPENDIX B

V. CONCLUSION
Force sensing can help surgical tools to improve patient
safety and operation precision in MIS dealing with soft organs.
However, medical or size requirements sometimes prevent the
implementation of traditional multi-axis force sensors at the
tip of the surgical instruments. An alternative approach was
explored in this paper. This approach used the intrinsic force
sensing ability of flexible continuum robots based on jointlevel force information.
The theoretical study of the force sensing capabilities of a
continuum robot was based on the SVD of a Jacobian matrix
that maps speeds from a two-dimensional configuration space
to twists in six-dimensional space. Using the SVD we proved
that the wrenches that can not be sensed belong to a fourdimensional wrench system while the sensible wrenches
belong to a two-dimensional cylindroid. We also presented a
force sensing solution that accounts for external information
coming from knowledge about some components of the
external wrench or from external sensors.
Using screw theory, we presented two simulation case
studies with the corresponding visualization of the sensible

ª J pȥ º
Since J xȥ is formulated as «
» , J pȥ can be found by
¬J Ȧȥ ¼

taking time derivative of b p , as in (41), while J Ȧȥ is found
by formulating the angular velocity of GCS, (43). 1 p is the
position of the tip of the continuum robot in the BPS, which
can be derived according to geometry shown in Fig. 2.
b
(39)
p b R1 1 p
1

p

J pȥ

b

L>sinT L  sinT 0 0 cosT 0  cosT L @
 (T 0  T L )

T

sG (sT L  1) º
ª (T L  T 0 )cT L  sT L  1

« cG
»
2
T L  T0 »
(T L  T 0 )
«
(T L  T 0 )cTL  sT L  1
cG (sT L  1) »
«

L« sG
»
2
T L  T0 »
(T L  T 0 )
«
(T L  T 0 )sT L  cT L
«
»
0
«
»
2
(
)

T
T
L
0
¬
¼

Ȧg

G zˆ b  b R 1  TL 1 yˆ 1 1 R e G e zˆ e

(40)

(41)

(42)
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J Ȧȥ

ª sG
«
« cG
« 0
¬

cG cT L º
»
 sG cT L »
 1  sT L »¼

(43)
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